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Aplysiu could readily learn and to find the relevant circuit
after learning was shown to occur. Feeding was chosen for study
because it is a well-described (Kupfermann, 1974) easily observed behavior; in addition, it is likely that the appropriate
circuit elements are accessible. Feeding in Aplysia has been studied extensively as a model for investigating control of a complex
motor system (Cohen et al., 1978; Jahan-Parwar and Fredman,
1983; Jahan-Parwar et al., 1983; Kupfermann, 1974; Preston
and Lee, 1973). Feeding comprises at least three separate movements:
1. Biting, consisting of a protraction-retraction
sequence of
the buccal mass, coupled with inward rotation and closing of
the radula; biting leads to entry of food into the mouth (Kupfermann, 1974).
2. Swallowing, consisting of a retraction-protraction
sequence, coupled with radular opening; swallowing leads to transfer of food from the buccal cavity to the esophagus (Kupfermann, 1974).
3. Rejection, consisting of a protraction-retraction
sequence
similar to that of biting but with radular movements pushing
food out of the mouth, rather than pulling it in (B. Kuslansky
and I. Kupfermann, personal communication).
Effects of motivational variables such as arousal (Kupfermann, 1974; Kupfermann and Weiss, 1982; Susswein et al.,
1978; Weiss et al., 1981) and satiation (Kupfermann, 1974;
Kuslansky et al., 1978; Susswein and Kupfermann, 1975a, b;
Susswein et al., 1976) have been particularly well documented,
and cellular neurophysiological correlates for some of these effects have been demonstrated (Kupfermann and Weiss, 1982;
Rosen et al., 1979, 1982a; Weiss et al., 1978, 1979, 1981).
Feeding in other gastropods has also been examined for largely
similar reasons (Benjamin and Rose, 1979; Davis et al., 1974,
1977; Gelperin et al., 1978; Kater, 1974; Lee et al., 1974; Reingold and Gelperin, 1980; Rose and Benjamin, 1979; Susswein
and Bennett, 1979; Susswein et al., 1984a; Willows, 1978, 1980).
Feeding can also be modified by classical conditioning (Alexanderet al., 1982; Audesirk et al., 1982; Gelperin, 1975; Mpitsos
and Collins, 1975; Sahley et al., 198 la, b), and the neural basis
of classical conditioning has been examined (Chang and Gelperin, 1980; Davis and Gillette, 1978; Davis et al., 1983).
In a preliminary report (Susswein and Schwarz, 1983) we
described a learned change in Aplysia feeding behavior. The
present work examines this phenomenon in greater detail. This
paper documents the changes in behavior that occur during
learning and demonstrates that the phenomenon has much in
common with instrumental learning. The following paper
(Schwarz and Susswein, 1986) demonstrates that regulation of
feeding by learning occurs via mechanisms different from those
underlying other forms of modification of feeding and identifies
a neural pathway conveying reinforcing stimuli to the CNS.
Preliminary investigations (Susswein and Schwarz, 1983)
demonstrated that Aplysia cease to feed when feeding responses
are paired with stimuli arising from failed attempts to consume

Feeding behavior in Aplysia fasciata and A. oculifera is modified by pairing the behavior with reinforcing consequences. Successful and unsuccessful attempts to transfer food from the buccal cavity to the crop act as positive and negative reinforcers,
respectively. A number of changes in feeding behavior occur
as a result of pairing of feeding with the negative reinforcer: (1)
feeding responses become less effective in leading to the entry
of food into the buccal cavity; (2) when food does enter the
buccal cavity, it exits sooner; (3) swallowing responses after food
entry are less likely to occur; (4) Aplysia eventually cease responding to food. Pairing successful transfer of food into the
crop with feeding behavior produces opposite effects. Behavioral
change is specific to pairing, as shown by lack of change when
reinforcement is explicitly unpaired with feeding behavior. Behavioral change is specific to foods with a particular taste and
texture; generalization to alternate foods was not observed. In
spite of cessation of feeding, animals remain aroused, as shown
by low response latency to alternate foods. Memory of response
change persists for at least 48 hr.
In recent years, a number of laboratories have begun to investigate the neural basis of associative learning in Aplysia (Carew
et al., 1983; Kandel and Schwartz, 1982; Lukowiak and Sahley,
1981; Walters and Byrne, 1983; Walters et al., 1979, 1981) and
other gastropod molluscs (Alexander et al., 1982; Alkon, 1980;
Audesirk et al., 1982; Chang and Gelperin, 1980; Crow, 1983;
Crow and Alkon, 1980; Davis and Gillette, 1978; Davis et al.,
1983; Gelperin, 1983). These studies attempted to explain learned
behavioral changes in terms of the properties of specific cells
participating in the behavior. Since the mechanisms underlying
learning are likely to vary or may be present in different circuit
elements in circuits designed for different behaviors, studying a
variety of paradigms may provide insight into how general a
mechanism is and may generate rules of where in a circuit particular features that lead to pairing-specific plasticity are inserted.
An effective strategy for studying the neural basis of associative learning has been to map a neural circuit, determine the
properties of its component cells, and then find a learning paradigm involving the circuit. Beginning with a circuit and then
proceeding to behavior plays to the strength of gastropods, their
nervous systems; however, a priori it is impossible to predict
whether learning occurs in a given circuit or which stimuli or
response parameters are relevant to learning.
The present study grew out of an attempt to find a task that
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Figure 1. Arousalof feedingwith nettedand non-nettedVulvaandlily, andwith net aloneand forceps.Arousallatencyto respondto the initial
touchof the food substance
to the lips is shown(A), asarethe time intervalsfrom the first to the sixth successive responses to food, making five
interresponse intervals (I-5). SE are shown. Data are from A. fasciuta.

food (Sussweinand Schwarz, 1983).The presentpaperexamines
in greaterdetail the regulation of feedingby stimuli arising from
the consequencesof feeding behavior. The paradigm is of interest, sinceit hasmuch in common with instrumental learning,
while other associativetasks under study in gastropodsmore
closely resembleother forms of learning (Carew et al., 1981,
1983; Crow and Alkon, 1980; Gelperin, 1975; Lukowiak and
Sahley, 1981; Mpitsos and Collins, 1975; Sahley et al., 1981a,
b; Walters and Byrne, 1983; Walters et al., 1979, 1981). The
present study therefore provides an opportunity to begin to
examinewhetherneural mechanismsunderlying different forms
of learningmay be related.
In instrumental learning, a behavior is altered by pairing the
behavior with reinforcing consequences.
Performanceof the behavior can be increasedor decreased,based on whether the
reinforcement is positive or negative. Specific discriminative
stimuli can control the behavior by signalingto the animal that
a particular response-reinforcementrelationship is in operation
(Reynolds, 1975).The presentpaper showsthat feedingbehavior can be modified by pairing the behavior with positive and
negativereinforcers. Failed attempts at food consumptionserve
asnegative reinforcers,while successfulfood consumption acts
as a positive reinforcer. Behavioral changeis specific to foods
having a particular combination of taste and texture.
Materials and Methods
Aplysiu fasciutu weighing 75-250 gm were collected along the Mediterranean coast of Israel; A. oculifeu weighingI O-80gmwerecollected
at Elat, on the Red Sea coast of Israel. The species used in each experiment is in each case indicated below.
Both A. fasciutu and A. oculifeu are seasonally available along the
Israeli coasts (Gev et al., 1984), precluding use of either species yearround. In every case, the species used for a particular experiment is
noted. Preliminary analyses indicated that most parameters of feeding
are unaffected by seasonal variables; an exception is time to criterion

for leaming(M. Schwarz and A. J. Susswein, unpublished observations).
The data presented below were collected throughout the period that
each species was available. Detailed analysis of motor patterning during
negative reinforcement is from a group of 20 A. fasciutu trained during
September and October 1982, and six A. oculifeu trained in March and
April 1983. Experiments on positive reinforcement were performed
during February and March 1984. Nonparametric statistical tests were
generally used for quantification of motor patterning during learning,
since these data showed a large heterogeneity of variance.
Animals were individually housed in plastic mesh cages suspended
in 940 liters ofrecirculating, filtered Mediterranean seawater maintained
at 17°C (specific gravity, 1.025). Animals were food-deprived for l-2
weeks before use. A 12: 12 light-dark schedule was used. Experiments
were performed during the dark phase, since A. fisciutu are nocturnally
active (Susswein et al., 1983); it is not known whether A. oculifeu are
active diurnally or nocturnally. To observe animals, room lights were
turned on immediately prior to an experiment and were shut off afterward.
Food was either thalli of the green alga Ulvu lactuca or leaves of the
vascularplant of the lily family, Hemerocallis fulvu. Ulvu is a natural
food hiahlv favored bv the animals (Susswein et al., 1984a). U/vu was
general& siored frozenin the laboratory and thawed immediately before
use; in some cases, fresh Ulvu was used, with no difference in results.
The lily grows on the campus of Bar-Ilan University and was freshly

pickedat the startof eachexperiment.

In most experiments, food was wrapped in’plastic netting composed
ofwoven strands of0.32 mm diameter polyethylene; holes in the netting
were 1.5 mm long per side. Inedible netted food was prepared for A.
fusciutu by cutting a square of net 3.0 mm long on each side. Because
A. oculiferu is a smaller animal, the net for this species was 2.2 cm on
each side. Food was placed in the center of the square, and the square
was folded 3 x, producing an arrowhead-shaped structure, with food
centered at the tip behind a layer of net. The folds were held in place
by clamping the folded net in a hemostat. Sharp edges of strands of the
net were cut away, and the netted food at the end of the hemostat was
used as a stimulus for feeding. The length of netted food was l-l.5 cm
for A. fusciutu, and 0.5-l .O cm for A. oculifera, more than enough to
prevent the metal of the hemostat itself from stimulating the lips.
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Ediblenettedfood waspreparedby packinga squareof net 6 cmper
sidewith asmuchUlvuasit wouldhold. A holewascut at the apexof
thefoldedsquareto allowanimalsto pull foodout of thenet. Thehole
wasconstructedby openingthe partitionsbetweenfour adjacentholes
throughthe net, sothat the holewas3 mmper side,largeenoughfor
A. oculijba to pull foodout of the hole.As soonasanimalssucceeded
in consuming
all of the foodin a net, theywereimmediatelypresented
with a secondnet full of food.
Results

Foodsof different tastesand textures initiate feeding
To alter their responseto a specificfood, Aplysia must have the
ability to differentiate between foods; this has not been demonstrated.Aplysia useboth chemical and tactile stimuli to recognize the presenceof food (Rosenet al., 1982b),and they may
alsousethesestimulusmodalitiesto tell foodsapart. To develop
a paradigm in which discrimination dependson one modality,
it was useful to find foods with similar mechanical properties
but different taste, and foods with similar taste but different
texture. Two smooth-textured plants were used: thalli of the
seaweedU. lactuca and leaves of the lily H. fulva. The texture
was changedby wrapping the plants in rough netting; Aplysia
taste the food through holesin the net. Net alonecould be used
as a purely tactile stimulus with a texture identical to that of
netted food.
Touching food and nonfood stimuli to the lips of Aplysia
initiates a state of food arousal: As animals becomearoused,
responsefrequency increasesfrom a rate closeto zero to a steadystate responserate (Sussweinet al., 1978). We touched the lips
FORCEPS
ULVA
LILY
NETTED-NETTEDNET
ULVA
LILY
of quiescentanimalswith rough and smooth-textured Ulva and
Figure 2. Numberof feedingresponses
performedwhenstimulated lily and with nonfood tactile stimuli, and investigated whether
the substancesproduced food arousal followed by sustained
for 5 min with Ulvu,lily, nettedUlvu, andnettedlily; all thesestimuli
sustainfeedingaboutequallywell.Alsoshownarenumberof responses feeding. Stimuli were tonically maintained on the lips, except
to non-foodstimuli:net aloneor touchof forcepsto the lips. Number for a brief withdrawal when the Aplysia responded,in order to
of animalsin eachgroup(N) is indicated,asare SE.Dataarefrom A.
prevent entry of food into the mouth. Figure 1 showsthat both
fasciata.
smoothand net-enclosedfoodsinducedfood arousal.The initial
A. OCULIFERA
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Figure 3. Continuousrecordfrom a

FASCIATA

, STOP
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6 set

penrecorder,showing
response
pattern
duringtrainingin A. oculifea andA.
fasciata. First event in both records
(Touch)is touchingfood to the rhinophores.
Animalsrespondby liftingthe
head,and food is then touchedto the
lips(Lips). Earlyresponses
areweakand
areineffectivein leadingto food entry
into the mouth(Miss);subsequent
responses
leadto entry of food into the
mouth(Hit). Periodof time in which
food remainsin the mouthisindicated
by a thickening of the line. Duringthis
period,swallowing
responses
occur,and
theseareindicatedby a brief intermption of the thickenedline (Swallow).
Eventually,food leavesthe buccalcavity (Out). It soonreenters,because
lip
stimulationis maintained.
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Figure 4. Percentage
of effectivefeedingresponses
duringtrainingfor
A. oculifera (n = 6) andA. fasciata (n= 10)trainedon inediblenetted
Ulva. The trainingsession
of eachanimalwasdivided into 10equal

time intervals,andthe percentage
of feedingresponses
leadingto entry
of foodinto the mouthwascalculatedfor eachtenth per animal.The
means and SE were then calculated, and are shown here.

latenciesto thesestimuli were similar (F = 0.48, df = 3,43; oneway analysis of variance). Purely tactile stimuli (net alone or
touch of forceps) also initiated feeding but were lesseffective
than were netted or non-netted foods.
To determine the relative efficacy of tactile stimuli and of
roughand smoothfoods in sustainingfeeding,responserate was
measuredduring 5 min of continuous stimulation of the lips
after the first response.As above, food waswithdrawn when the
animal responded,preventing entry into the mouth. Figure 2
showsthat both rough and smoothfoods reliably sustainedfeeding responses
about equally well (F = 0.47,-df = 3,47; one-way
analysisof variance between the four groups). Tactile stimuli
suchasnet aloneor forcepssustainedfeedingat a much reduced
level.
Data presentedin Figures 1 and 2 are for A. fusciata. Responsiveness
to netted Ulvu (n = 10) and lily (n = 7) and nonnetted Ulvu (n = 9) and lily (n = 8) was also determined in A.
oculijku. This speciesalso respondedabout equally well to all
four foods.
Response
decrementto inediblefood
Net-enclosedand non-netted foods differ, in that the former is
inedible. If food is not withdrawn, responseto non-netted food
leadsto entry of food into the buccal cavity, and subsequent
swallowingmovementspush food into the crop (Kupfermann,
1974). By contrast, netted foods are tough; consequently, swallowing responses
are ineffective in pushingfood into the gut. In
this section, we report that ineffective attempts to push food
into the gut, or stimuli arising from such attempts, act asnegative reinforcers of feeding.

TENTH

OF SESSION

Figure 5. Percentage of time food was in the mouth during training,
for A. oculifea (n = 6) and A. fasciata (n = 20). The training session
of each animal was divided into 10 equal time intervals, and for each
tenth per animal the percentage of the tenth that food was within the
mouth was calculated. The means and SE were then determined, as
shown.

Parametric features of response decrement
Feeding responsesare first altered and then ceasewhen paired
with failed attempts to transport food from the buccal cavity to
the crop. As above (Figs. 1 and 2), feeding in both A. fusciuta
and A. oculiferu wasinitiated by netted Ulvu and lily; however,
food was not withdrawn when the animal responded,allowing
the food to enter the buccal cavity and produce swallowing
responsesthat were ineffective in pushingfood into the crop.
Figure 3 showspen-writer recordingsmadewhile training A.
fasciuta and A. oculifera on inedible netted foods. Events during
training were observedvisually, and their occurrencenoted. The
motor pattern during training was similar in both species,although time to criterion for A. oculijbu wasshorter (seebelow,
Fig. 9).
Training beginsby touching food to the rhinophores. In responseto this stimulus, the animal raisesits head, and food is
touched to the lips. After a variable latency, a feedingresponse,
probably a bite, occurs.Initial bites are often ineffective in leading to food entry, reflecting a lack of complete food arousal
(Sussweinet al., 1978; Weiss et al., 1981). With subsequent,
strongerbites, food enters the mouth and remains within the
buccal cavity for an extended period of time. Swallows then
occur that are unsuccessfulin pushing food into the gut; the
swallowsare felt by the experimenter as an inward pull on the
food. Eventually, food leavesthe buccal cavity, usually because
it is actively pushedout by the animal; the push can be felt by
the experimenter, and probably representsa rejection response
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Figure 6. Time food was in the mouth
as a function of entry number in a population of 20 A. fmciata. Mean and SE
of time food was in the mouth for each
of the first 20 successful feeding responses were calculated, as shown.
Number of animals represented decreases with entry number, since some
animals performed only a small number of effective responses.
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Figure 7. Swallow rate in a population of 20 A. fmciata. A. Number of
swallows occurring during each of 10
equal time periods from the start of
training until criterion. B, Swallow frequency during each tenth of training
sessions. Swallow frequency was calculated by measuring the period for all
interswallow intervals occurring in a
tenth; period was then converted to frequency per minute.
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Figure 8. Correlation between number of swallows and time food spent in
the mouth after entry in a population
of 20 A. fasciata. Because
of the large
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80

numberof pointsat whichfive or less
swallows
occurred,it wasnot possible

to show these individually. In all entries
in whichfive or lessswallows
occurred,

4c

meantime spentin mouthis indicated
by a point, andthe rangeby a bar. All
entriesin which six or moreswallows
occurredare indicated individually.
Least-mean-square
regressionline is
shown.
(Kupfermann, 1974). Becauselip contact is maintained, successivebouts of feeding responsesand attempted swallowsoccur. Figure 3 showsthat as training progresses,proportionally
fewer responseslead to food entering the buccal cavity. The
nature of ineffective feedingresponsescannot be determined at
this level of analysis,but often the responseseemsto push food
away from the mouth, suggestingthat many ineffective feeding
movementsare rejection responses,rather than weak bites. Figure 3 also showsthat when food enters the buccal cavity it is
pushedout sooner.Eventually, the animalsceaseresponding.
A numberof parametersof feedingwere measuredto quantify
the motor changesthat occur during training. The parameters
were (1) percentageof feeding responsesthat led to food entry;
(2) percentageof time food remained in the buccal cavity; and
(3) rate of swallowswhen food wasin the buccalcavity. Training
sessions
were divided into 10 equal time periods,and the mean
value for each parameter was calculated for each animal for
eachperiod; meansand SEwere then calculatedfor eachperiod.
Effective versusineffectivefeeding responses.Figure 4 shows
the percentageof feedingresponses
that wereeffective in leading
to food entry throughout training. From an initial value of 4050%, virtually no feeding responseswere effective by the end of
training. The data indicate that training significantly decreased
the likelihood that feeding responseswould lead to food entry
(p < 0.01, F = 3.44, df = 9,50 for A. oculifea; p < 0.01, F =

NUMBER

OF

SWALLOWS

4.68, df = 9,90 for A. fasciata; one-way analysis of variance).
The changefrom effective to ineffective feeding responseswas
probably due to an increasedlikelihood of rejecting food, rather
than of biting at it.
Time spentin buccal cavity. Figure 5 showsthe percentageof
time food remained in the buccal cavity throughout training.
The initial value was 50-70%; however, by the end of training,
food spentvirtually no time in the buccalcavity (for A. oculifka:
p < 0.001, H’ = 38.5, df = 9; for A. fasciata: p < 0.001, H’ =
66.8, df = 9; Kruskal-Wallis ranked “one-way analysisof variance”).
It is possiblethat the change in time food remained in the
buccal cavity wasa consequenceof fewer entries, but that once
food entered the buccal cavity it remained there for the same
period of time. To test this hypothesis, the time that food remained in the buccal cavity wasexamined for each of the first
20 food entries. Figure 6 showsthis relationship. The data indicate that the likelihood increasedthat a given food entry would
be brief as the animals were trained.
Rate of swallows.Figure 7 showsthe occurrenceof swallows
throughout training in A. fasciata, usingtwo measures:(1) number of swallowsin each 10th of the session;and (2) the swallow
frequency per lOth, computed by directly measuringthe time
interval betweenswallows.No measuresof swallow frequency
are available for the last portion of training sessions,sinceno
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analysisof variance”). In A. oculifera, no interswallow intervals
were observed after the first 30% of the training session,precluding measurementof swallow frequency.
The data indicate that the decline in the number of swallows
during training cannot beattributed to a slowingof the oscillator
that sets the swallow frequency, since swallow frequency increased,rather, the number of swallowsprobably decreasedbecausefood doesnot enter the buccalcavity to elicit swallowing.
Figure 8 showsthe relationship betweenthe time food remained
in the buccal cavity following an effective feedingresponseand
the number of swallowsthat occurred during that time. The
closerelationshipbetweentheseparametersindicatesthat under
our experimentalconditions, occurrenceof swallowingis largely
a function of whether food is present in the buccal cavity to
elicit swallowing.
Time to ceaseresponding.Figure 9 showsthe time needed
for A. fasciata andA. oculifera to stop respondingto netted Ulva
and lily. Time to criterion (one responsein a 3 min interval)
was significantly longer in A. fasciata than in A. oculifera; no
difference was found in time to criterion with netted Ulva and
lily (between-species
difference: p < 0.01, F = 63.4, df = 1,93;
between-foodsdifference: 0.25 > p > 0.1, F = 1.69, df = 1,93;
interaction: F = 0.07; two-way analysisof variance).
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Figure 9. Time to reach criterion for cessation of feeding on training
with inedible netted Ulvaand lily in A. oculijha and A. jizsciata.In A.
fasciata,time to criterion varies in animals run at different times of the
year (unpublished observation). Data are combined from animals run
over a number of years during the entire season of animal availability.
Number of animals in each group (IV) is indicated, as are SE.
interswallowintervals occurred. The data indicate that the number of swallows significantly decreasedduring training (p <
0.001, H’ = 107.80, LZ”= 9; Kruskal-Wallis ranked “one-way
analysisof variance”), while swallow frequency increased(p <
0.001, H’ = 87.76, df = 7; Kruskal-Wallis ranked “one-way

Memory of responsedecrement
To test whether the animals retain memory of the training, we
investigatedwhether time to criterion wasshorter when animals
were trained a secondtime. Twenty-four hours after training,
animals were retrained in a procedureidentical to the first session. In a secondgroup of animals, 48 hr separatedthe training
sessions.Experiments on animals with a 48 hr intertraining
interval were performed using a blind procedure: The experimenter wasnot informed whether a given training sessionwas
the first or second.Figure 10 showsthat time to criterion on
retraining was significantly shorter than time to criterion during
the original training session(for 24 hr retention: p < 0.002, t =
4.21, df = 12; for 48 hr retention: p < 0.05, t = 2.72, df = 8;
two-tailed t test for paired comparisons).
Effects of lip stimulation
To test whether the responsechangemight have resulted from
sensoryadaptation or habituation of sensorypathways due to
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Figure1I. Effectsof conditioningon arousallatency.Latencyto respondto thefirst presentation
of foodis shownfor the nettedfoodused
to train animals(Food #I) and for the foodsof alternatetasteand
texture that weretouchedto the lips after criterion for cessationof
feedingwasreached(Food#2). Data arecombinedfrom all groupsin
whichfoodof alternatetasteor texturewaspresented
to animalsafter
learning.Numberof animalsrun is indicated(n), asare SE.Data are
fromA. .fasciata.
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Figure13. Potentialeffectsofadaptationonfeedingparameters.
Comparisonof threeparameters
of feedingduring5 minexposure
to inedible
netted Ulva in 6 A. fmciata that had received20 min of stimulation
with nettedUlvaon the lipsthat did not enterthe mouth(Test)andin
6 naive animals(ControL).A, Time spentin mouth;B, percentage
of
responses
that wereeffectivein leadingto food entry; C, numberof
swallows
performed.SEareshown.

continuous food stimulation of the lips, six A. fasciata were
exposedto netted Ulva for 20 min, which is two-thirds of the
time to criterion for cessationof responses;food waswithdrawn
on response,preventing entry into the mouth. Immediately after, a secondexperimenter fed the animalsinedible netted Ulva
for 5 min in a procedure identical to that during training. Effective and ineffective feeding responseswere noted, as were
swallows,and duration of food retention in the mouth. As controls, six naive animalswere run for 5 min in a blind procedure.
Figure 11 showsthat 20 min of preexposure to netted food
producedno changein any of the parametersaffectedby training
(percentageof effective feedingresponses:
p > 0.2, t = 1.19;time
food spentin the mouth: p > 0.2, t = 0.96; number of swallows:
p > 0.5, t = 0.55; two-tailed t test, df = 10 for all measures).
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Specificity of response decrement to particular food
The decreasein responsivenessto inedible netted food could
have resulted from motor fatigue or nonspecificinhibition. To
rule out thesepossibilities,we demonstratedthat the response
decrement was specific. The availability of foods of differing
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Figure12. Specificityof training,asmeasured
by responsiveness
to alternatefoods.After criterionfor trainingwith inediblenettedUfvaor lily,
response
rate to 5 min of stimulationwith eitherthe samefood asduringtraining(nettedUlva or lily); food of alternatetexture (un-nettedUlva
or lily); food of alternatetaste(reversingnettedUlva and nettedlily). The food to whichresponse
ratewasmeasured
after trainingis indicated
(NettedUlva, Nettedlily, Ulva, or Lily). Numberof animalsin eachgroupis shown8, asareSE.Dataarefrom A. fmciata.
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tastes and textures allowed usto determine whether Aplysia can

differentiate betweenfoods on the basisof either tasteor texture.
After cessationof responsesto inedible netted Ulva or lily, we
compared the responserate to the original food with that to
foods of alternate taste or texture. Taste was changedby substituting netted Ulva for netted lily and vice versa. Texture was
changedby substitutingsmooth Ulva for net-enclosedUlva, and
smooth lily for net-enclosedlily. One minute after criterion, the
lips were stimulated with either the original food or with alternate food for 5 mitt, starting from the first response.Food was
briefly withdrawn at the response,preventing entry into the
mouth. The experiment was performed on A. fasciata.
Figure 12 showsthat the responserate to alternate foods was
higher than that to the original food (pooled data from all experiments in which alternate versus the same food was presented:p < 0.002, t = 7.39, df = 52; two-tailed t test). No
difference was found in responseto Ulva, lily, netted Ulva, or
netted lily when these served as the alternate taste or texture
(F = 0.4 1, df= 3,42; one-way analysisof variance). Thesedata
indicate that the responsechangeis specific to both taste and
texture; altering either restoresfeeding.
On first exposure to food, quiescent animals must become
arousedbeforerespondingreliably to food (seeFig. 1). Following
cessationof feeding,we found that responsesto alternate foods
differed from those of naive animalswhen initially exposedto
the first food. Figure 13 showsthe latency in respondingto the
first touch of food at the start of training and the initial latency
in respondingto alternate foods after training. Initial latency to
alternate foods was significantly shorter than that of the same
animals when first exposedto food @ < 0.001, t = 3.97, df =
46; paired t test). This indicates that the state of food arousal
due to the first food was maintained, despite cessationof responsiveness
to the food.
Specificity to pairing with reinforcing stimuli
Response decrement could have been due to the pairing of feeding responses produced by a specific food, with reinforcement
arising from failed attempts to transfer food from the buccal
cavity to the gut; alternatively,
effects could have been due to

Ain

DAY 2
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Figure 14. Specificity to pairing. On
Day 1, feeding responses were paired
with one of two netted foods (netted
Ulvu or lily, 10 each) but were explicitly
unpaired with the other food. Twentyfour hours later, half the animals (five
trained with Ulvu, five with lily) were
retrained with paired foods, while the
other half were retrained with unpaired
foods. A, Time to criterion for each of
the two training sessions on the two
successive days. Data are shown separately for all four treatment groups. B.
Pooled data from all four groups, showing time to criterion on Day 1 for Treatment 1 (A,,, a normal training procedure with inedible netted food) and time
to criterion on Day 1 for Treatment 2
(B,,..,.
~ ““._stimulation of the external lins with
an alternate food, producing feeding responses that were not followed by swallows). On Day 2, all animals received
a normal training procedure, but in half
the animals this was on the food presented on Day 1 in Treatment 1 (A,,,),
and in the other half on the food presented on Day 1 in Treatment 2 (II,,,).
SE are shown. Data are from A. &fhs-

ciata.

factors independent of pairing. Demonstrating that a response
changedependson pairing requiresassessing
the potential effects
of unpaired stimuli (Reynolds, 1975). In most studies,effects
of independentpresentationof the reinforcing stimulusare determined. In our training paradigmthe negative reinforcer cannot be presentedindependently,sinceanimalsmustfirst respond
to food before they can fail to transport it to the gut. To overcome this problem, within a given training sessionanimalswere
exposedto two foods, but negative reinforcement waspaired to
feeding in responseto only one of them; with respectto feeding
in responseto the other food, reinforcement was explicitly unpaired. We took advantage of the findings that learnedbehavioral changeis specificand that savingson retraining areevident
for 24 hr, and therefore examined whether savingsare contingent on pairing. If behavioral changeisdue to pairing, onewould
predict that savingson retraining would be exhibited only with
the food signalingnegative reinforcement in the original training. Sincethe experiment waseasily performed usingblind procedures,it could also provide blind confirmation of specificity
to a particular food and memory retention for 24 hr.
We first paired feeding responseson netted Ulva or lily with
failure to transfer food into the gut in a procedure identical to
that describedabove (Treatment 1). One minute after criterion
for cessationof feeding,netted food of alternatetastewastouched
to the lips and feeding responsesoccurred, however, food was
withdrawn at the feeding responseto prevent entry of food into
the buccalcavity and subsequentswallowingmovements(Treatment 2). The food in Treatment 1signalsthat feedingisfollowed
by failure to transfer food to the crop; the food in Treatment 2
signalsthat feeding responsesand failure to transport food are
temporally unrelated, since failure occurred only before exposure to this food. Treatment 2 continued until animalsceased
to respondto the food, presumably due to sensoryadaptation
or habituation that is unrelated to learning (Schwarz and Susswein, 1986).In 18of 20 cases,exposureto the food in Treatment
2 was longer than in Treatment 1. Twenty-four hours later,
animalswere retrained with either the netted food from Treatment 1 or Treatment 2. In this procedure, feeding responses
were followed by entry of food into the buccal cavity and failed
food transport. All procedures were done blind: At no time
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Figure 15. Parametric features of
feedingin the first 5 min of trainingon
Day 1yandthesameparameters
during
the first 5 min of trainingon Day 2, in
animalstrainedin ablind procedure
on
identicalfoodsduringthe 2 d. ParametricfeaturesshownareA, percentage
of effectivefeedingresponses;
B, time
spentin mouth;C, numberofswallows.
SEareshown.

during the experiment wasthe experimenter awareof the nature
of the foodspresented(netted Ulva and lily are indistinguishable
in appearance).The experiment was performed on A. fasciata.
Figure 14 showsthat savingsin time to criterion were evident
on Day 2 only in responseto foods in which feeding responses
and failed transport were paired on Day 1 (pooled data from
all animalsin which training wasidentical on the 2 d: p < 0.025,
t = 2.54, df= 9; two-tailed t test for paired comparisons).Time
to criterion wasnot shorter on Day 2 with foods that had previously signaledthat feedingresponsesand failed transport are
unrelated(pooled data from all animals in which training was
on different foods on the 2 d: p > 0.8, t = 0.01, df = 9; twotailed t test for paired comparisons).Since all animals received
equal food stimuli to the lips, performed feeding responsesto
both foods, and alsofailed in attempts to transport food from
the buccal cavity to the gut, this experiment effectively rulesout
all effectsnot dependenton pairing or a combination of such
effects.In addition to demonstrating specificity to pairing, the
experiment also provides blind confirmation of specificity to a
particular food and of 24 hr retention of learning.
This experiment alsoallowed us to examine whether changes
in the pattern of feeding movements in the course of learning
were dueto pairing. As quantitative measuresof motor pattern,
three parameterswere examined during the first 5 min of training on Day 2; thesewere compared with the sameparameters
on the previous day. Parametersexamined were (1) percentage
of effective feeding responses,(2) time food spentin the buccal
cavity, and (3) number of swallows.Figure 15 showsthat all
three parameterschangedon Day 2, when animalswere given
food that had been paired with negative reinforcement on Day
1 (percentageof effective responses:
p -c 0.05, t = 2.2 1, df= 28;
time spentin mouth: p < 0.002, t = 4.97, df= 28; number of
swallows:p < 0.002, t = 4.54, df= 28; Dunnett’s test for comparing a number of treatments with a singlecontrol). None of
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the parameterswasaffected when animalswere given food that
had been unpaired with negative reinforcement on Day 1 (percentage effective responses:t = 0.51, df = 28; time spent in
mouth: t = 1.22, df = 28; number of swallows:t = 0.45, df =
28; Dunnett’s test). Thesedata indicate that changesin motor
patterning are also a consequenceof pairing.
Responseincrement to edible foods
If failed transport to the gut servesasa negative reinforcer when
paired with feeding, we reasonedthat successfulfood transport
might act as a positive reinforcer. To test this possibility, A.
oculijkra were fed netted Ulva that had been made edible by
cutting a hole in the net through which animals were able to
pull the food. Biting responsesled to entry of the netted food
into the buccal cavity, and swallowingresponsessucceededin
transferring the food into the crop, through the hole. Stimulation
was continued, until animals ceasedto respond.
Figure 16A showsa training sessionon edible netted Ulva. In
addition to being much longer than training on inedible food,
the pattern was altered: Throughout training, many responses
were effective in leading to food entry, and once food entered
the buccal cavity, it remained there for substantial periods of
time.
To quantify differencesin behavior in responseto edible and
inedible food, we examined a number of feeding parameters.
Figure 17A showsthat when animals were fed Ulva in a net
with a hole, time to criterion was more than twice that with
inedible netted Ulva. Figure 18 showsthat during the second
half of training sessions,when motor effectsdue to training are
most pronounced, significantly more feeding responseslead to
food entry with edible food than with inedible food (p < 0.01,
t = 2.86, df = 20; two-tailed t test). During the secondhalf of
training, the percenttime that food remainedin the buccalcavity
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wasalsohigher on training with edible netted food (p < 0.002,
t = 4.34, df = 20; two-tailed t test). These data suggestthat
successfulfood transport might act asa positive reinforcer, and
pairing successfulfood transport with feeding responsescould
teach animalsthat a specificfood is edible.
If animals learn that netted food is edible, subsequentresponsesto the food should be more effective than responsesof
naive animals to the samefood. We tested this possibility by
observing the responseto netted Ulva without a hole 3 d after
the original training on ediblenetted Ulva. In the secondsession,
netted food entered the buccal cavity but could not be swallowed. As controls, we observedthe responseof naive animals
to inedible netted Ulva and that of animalstrained with inedible
netted Ulva 3 d earlier. The experiment wasperformed usinga
blind procedure.
Figure 16B showsthe resultsof a training sessionon inedible
netted Ulva, 3 d after training with edible netted Ulva. In addition to being longer than training in naive animals, motor
pattern wasdifferent: Throughout training, relatively more feed-

6 SEC

Figure 16. Continuous record from a
pen recorder showing the response pattern during training on netted Ulva with
a hole in the net, through which A. oculifera were able to pull out food. A,
Original session on edible netted Ulva.
In this series of experiments, swallows
were not noted. B, Three days later, the
animal was retrained on inedible Ulva.
Symbols used to mark each type of event
are indicated in the first two lines of
each record (see legend to Fig. 3).

ing responsesled to entry of food into the buccal cavity; also,
food remained within the buccal cavity longer.
To quantify the changesin motor patterning, the percentage
of feedingresponsesthat were effective in leadingto food entry
and the percentageof time food spent in the buccal cavity were
measuredduring the first 5 min of exposureto inedible netted
food. Figure 19 demonstratesthat in animalspreviously taught
that the food was edible, significantly more feeding responses
were effective (p < 0.02, df= 20; two-tailed t test) and significantly more time was spent in the mouth fp < 0.05, t = 2.42,
df= 20; two-tailed t test).
Figure 17B shows that in animals previously trained with
edible netted food, time to criterion wassignificantly longerthan
in naive controls (p < 0.05, t = 2.55, df= 15; two-tailed t test).
Time to criterion was also increasedcompared with animals
that had previously experiencedfailed swallowing. Thesedata
indicate that training on edible netted food impaired subsequent
learning that the food is inedible.
It is possiblethat successfulfood consumption of netted food
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Figure 17. A, Time to nonresponsiveness to edible netted food. B,
Three days later, the animals were run a second time with netted Ulvu
without a hole, making the food inedible. Feeding responses led to failed
swallowing. This group is marked (+), noting the fact that previous
experience was positive reinforcement. As controls, time to stop responding is shown in naive animals (0) and in animals that had been
trained on netted food with no hole 3 d earlier (-). SE are shown. The
three groups were run blind. The experiment was performed on A.
oculiferu. The number of individuals in each group is shown (IV), as are
SE.

led to increasedresponsivenessto the food and also impaired
subsequentlearning that the food is inedible as a result of previous exposureto the netted food and subsequentfeedingmovements, independently of whether successfulfood transport occurred; another possibility is that impairment was due to
successfulfood transport into the crop per se, independently of
pairing with feeding responses.To test these possibilities, 3 d
before training with inedible netted Ulva, a group of animals
wasexposedto netted Ulva that waswithdrawn at the response,
preventing entry and subsequentswallowing.Exposure to food
was maintained until animalsceasedresponding(Schwarz and
Susswein,1986). In a secondgroup, 3 d before training with
inediblenetted Ulva, animalswerefed a quantity of Ulva matched
to that eatenin experimentswhen animals succeededin eating
through the hole. Figure 20 showsthat neither of theseproceduresaffectedsubsequentlearningto stoprespondingto inedible
netted Ulva. The data indicate that impairment of subsequent
learningthat netted food is inedible wasdueto pairing of feeding
responseswith successfulconsumption of food.
Discussion

The data presentedhereindicate that feedingbehavior in Aplysia
is modified in a numberofways when followed by stimuli arising
from failure to transport food from the buccal cavity into the
gut. Sensoryadaptation resulting from exposureto food, motor
fatigue from performanceof feedingresponses,and nonspecific
inhibition cannot explain the behavioral changes:
1. Sensoryadaptation or habituation due to food exposure
occursbut differs in numerousfeaturesfrom thosedemonstrated
here (Schwarz and Susswein,1986; M. Schwarz et al., unpublished observations).
2. The responsedecrement cannot be due to motor fatigue,
sinceit is specificto food with a particular taste and texture.
3. Nonspecific effectsof failure to transport food cannot explain the behavioral change,sincewhen failure to transport food
is unpairedwith feeding,animalssubsequentlybehavelike naive
animals.
Stimuli arising from successfulfood consumption seemto
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Figure 18. A, Percentage effective feeding responses during the second
half of training, when animals were trained with edible and inedible
netted CJlvu.B, Percentage of time that food was in the mouth during
the second half of training sessions, when animals were trained with
edible and inedible netted Ulva. SE are shown. Data are from A. oculifera.

modulate feeding by producing effects that are opposite those
arising from failed swallowing.
Modification of feedingbehavior is due to an associativeprocess.Animals learn that feedingresponsesto inedible food lead
to failure to consumethe food, while feedingresponses
to edible
food lead to successfulfood consumption. Failure to consume
food after it enters the buccal cavity seemsto act as a negative
reinforcer, and decreasesthe likelihood that events paired with
it will recur; success
in consumingfood seemsto act asa positive
reinforcer.
The question arisesas to the nature of the learning process.
Operationally, associativelearningphenomenaare usually classified as being one of two types. In one, a neutral stimulus is
paired with a reinforcing stimulus, and animals learn the association betweenthe stimuli; this learning is variously termed
Pavlovian (Rescorla and Solomon, 1967) classical(Mackintosh, 1973), respondent (Reynolds, 1975), type I (Konorski,
1967), or type S (Lorenz, 1982). In the other, the action of an
animal is paired with reinforcement; this learning is variously
termed Thomdikian (Rescorla and Solomon, 1967) instrumental (Mackintosh, 1973) operant (Reynolds, 1975), type II
(Konorski, 1967), or type R (Lorenz, 1982). Numerous experiments have attempted to determine whether unique or common mechanismsunderlie the two types of learning (Rescorla
and Solomon, 1967),or whether either of the learningprocesses
can be observed uncontaminated by the other (Mackintosh,
1973).To date, we have not addressedourselvesto determining
conclusively the nature of our learning task in Aplysia. The
paradigm hasclear affinities to both types of learning, but on a
procedural level, it seemsto resembleinstrumental learning
more closely, in that reinforcement occurs only after animals
respond.
A distinction is often made about the nature of behaviors
affected by the two types of learning. Operant conditioning affects operant behaviors, which are distinguishedfrom respondent behaviors by not being tied to a specificeliciting stimulus:
While rate of occurrenceof a respondentis a function of that
of the stimuluseliciting it, operantsare emitted spontaneously,
at a rate set by the animal (Reynolds, 1975). Feedingin Aplysia
hasmany featuresin commonwith both operantand respondent
behaviors in higher animals,but seemsto more closely resemble
operant behaviors. Under laboratory conditions in which Aply-
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Figure 19. A, Percentage of effective feeding responses.
B, Percentage

of time that foodwasin the mouth.Both measures
arefrom the first 5
min of training in animals that had previously trained with edible netted
Ulva (+) or naive controls (0). SE are shown. Data are from A. oculiferu.

sia are deprived from food, feeding responsescan be elicited

reliably by briefly touching food to the lips. The rate of feeding
is identical to rate at which the lips are touched, and the behavior
is respondent.However, under field conditions, food is always
available, while feedingoccursonly intermittently (Kupfermann
and Carew, 1974; Sussweinet al., 1983, 1984b). Feeding responsesalsooccur spontaneously,aswell asin responseto nonfood stimuli (Kupfermann, 1974). Although food is certainly
not a neutral stimulus with respect to feeding behavior, the
behavior is only loosely tied to presentation of food. In the
presentexperiments, food was available throughout the experiment, but internal mechanismsdetermined the animals’ response.
Our learning paradigmmost closely correspondsto what Lorenz (1982) hastermed conditioned appetitive and conditioned
aversive behavior. In this type of learning, an animal learnsby
feedbackfrom performing a behavior about the environmental
situationsthat are appropriate for the behavior. Lorenz (1982)
provides a prototype for this learning: A dog learnsby feedback
to bury food remnants outdoors, rather than on the parquet
floor of the dining room. Lorenz (1982) distinguisheslearning
by feedback about the environment from true operant conditioning, in which the nature of the behavior itself is changed.
Learningthat food is inedible hasclearaffinities with the foodavoidance learning that has been shown in other gastropods
(Mpitsos and Collins, 1975; Sahley et al., 1981a, b); however,
the fact that Aplysiu alsolearn that food is edible indicatesthat
the phenomenonis more complex.
Our data indicate that Aplysia can distinguish between different foods on the basisof differences in both chemical and
mechanicalstimuli to the lips, sincelearning is specificto both
the mechanical properties and the taste of food. We cannot
eliminate the possibility that changingthe mechanicalproperties
also changesthe taste: The barrier of the net may decreasethe
concentration of food substancesacting on lip chemoreceptors.
Nevertheless, the data suggestthe involvement of pathways
receiving convergent input from receptorsrespondingto different modalities. Networks involved in feature extraction and
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Figure 20. Time to criterion on inedible netted Ulva in four groups
of A. oculifea: Naive, previously inexperienced animals; Stimulated, 3
d before training with inedible netted Ulvu, the lips were stimulated for
a time period longer than that during training, but food was withdrawn
at the response, preventing food entry; Fed, 3 d before training with
inedible netted Ulvu, animals were fed a quantity of regular, non-netted
U/vu similar to the quantity eaten during positive reinforcement; Positive Reinforcement, 3 d before training with inedible Ulva, animals
received a training session on edible netted Ulva. Number of animals
in each group is shown (N), as are SE.

identification of different foods are likely to be presenton the
sensoryside of neural systemscontrolling feeding. Lack of generalization suggests
that suchnetworks may independently convey information to motor systems,with relatively little interaction betweenthem.
Increasedresponsivenessafter successfulfood consumption
has previously been observed in Aplysia by Sussweinet al.
(1984~) who showedthat swallowing small quantities of food
enhancessubsequentfeeding. In addition, Carefoot (1967) demonstrated that Aplysia prefer to eat foods that they have successfullyeatenin the past.Thesestudiesdid not examinewhether increasedresponsiveness
after food consumptionwasspecific
to pairing food entry and feeding responses.
Decreasedresponsivenessto food has been observed previously in various gastropods.Decreasedfeedingafter combined
stimulation of the lips and interior of the buccalcavity hasbeen
reported in Ariolimax
(Senseman, 1978) Aplysia vaccaria
(Lickey, 1968),and Nuvunax (Sussweinand Bennett, 1979),but
thesestudiesdid not examine whether responsedecrementwas
specific to a particular food or to pairing of food with internal
stimuli.
A stimulus-specificdecline in behavior occursafter pairing a
specific food with noxious stimuli in Limax (Gelperin, 1975;
Sahley et al., 1981a, b) and in Pleurobrunchaea
(Davis et al.,
1980). In the gill and siphon withdrawal reflex of Aplysia, habituation is specific to the pathway stimulated (Carew et al.,
1971). Differential conditioning can alsobe achieved, by pairing
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a shock to the tail with stimulation of either the siphon or the
mantle shelf (Carew et al., 1983). Specificity to the stimulated
pathway reflects independenceof sensory channelsconveying
information to gill and siphonmotoneurons(Byrne et al., 1974,
1978;Carew et al., 1971). Primary mechanoreceptorsresponding to touching of the lips also independently processand pass
on information to buccalinterneurons(Rosenet al., 1979, 1982a,
b). Lack of interaction betweensensorypathways may alsounderlie stimulus-specificdecrementin feeding.
The presentstudy has demonstrated that feeding in Aplysia
is. modified by pairing the behavior with reinforcing consequences.Feedingis a complex motor act, which can be modified
by a number of processes(Kupfermann, 1974).The neuralbasis
of some of these processeshas been examined (Weiss et al.,
1981). To begin to examine the neural basisof learning in the
feeding systemof Aplysia, it would be useful to determine the
extent to which common mechanismsunderlie regulation of
feeding by learning and other processes.The following paper
(Schwarz and Susswein,1986)will examine this point.
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